
HOW TO PRACTISE A STRING QUARTET

DBAB SIR,

Among the subjects you suggest I should write to you about are
several on which I have already both thought and written a good deal.
Various aspects of music, such as its history and (esthetics, have
occupied me besides my quartet playing; but your letter reaches me
in the mountains, far from my books and music, and under such
conditions the difficulty of writing on certain subjects seems to me
insuperable. I shall therefore ask you to let me choose from the
themes proposed that one about which I can best write with no other
aid than that of memory, carefully avoiding any display of erudition.
Should this type of " chat " not be learned enough for Music AND
LETTEBS, please give me time and opportunity to consult the right
sources for one of the historical articles you ask me to send you.

You ask: How does a quartet practise? I believe every quartet
—in fact, every artist—practises in a different way. Each artist
alters his manner of practising when he arrives at a new stage in his
development. He practises Debussy differently from Beethoven;
practises in one way while touring, in another when at home; in
one way when he has plenty of time, in another when the work must
be completed by a certain date.

I am therefore taking for granted that you will be interested to
hear how our organisation—the Hungarian Quartet—practises; and
I will take as an example our method of studying a modern work,
the author of which is accessible, but will not be asked to attend the
preliminary rehearsals. The work will first be played through with
the strictest possible adherence to the marked tempi. It is understood
that the players are sufficiently expert musicians to take in at a glance
the general construction of the movements. If the construction of the
work be complicated it must be played through at sight several times
with the help, naturally, of frequent consultation of the score. The
functions of principal and secondary themes must then be discussed
and decided on, so that their importance and meaning may be clearly
brought out in the development sections. Then each player takes his
part, works at it from the technical side, a"hd marks it with his own
individual fingerings and bowings.* Then we are ready to begin the
work in detail.

* The player's own marks, subject, of course, to a later revision.
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330 MUSIC AND LETTERS

It is of the greatest importance now to concentrate on obtaining
the right quality of sound: and for this reason a slower tempo than
the correct one is usually taken. This has several advantages. First,
it is more exacting from the point of view of tone; the smallest
" value " must be played with beauty of tone. Further, the relative
importance of the parts, and tone-colour of the middle and bass voices
can be distinguished as easily as though each player had the score in
front, of him. And this is the way, too, to get the right phrasing—
that most important element of every musical rendering—and the
right rhythm, if the work is rhythmically complicated. This is the
middle stage of our work, the hardest of all. In order not to get
jaded by constant repetition, we take only one, or at most two,
movements at a rehearsal. Again and again, with relentless criticism
both of ourselves and of one another, we play over motives, themes,
phrases, theme-complexes and exposition till we get all of them right
and in the proper relation.

Now comes the third stage-^-really no less hard for the conscientious
artist—the putting together what has been picked to pieces. The
mortar which is to hold together this house of sound is the tempo.
But this tempo is not an inanimate thing like mortar; it lives, pulsates,
and permeates from the gigantic stones of the foundations to the
topmost turret—the culminating point of the work. Tempo and
phrasing decide whether a melody is theme or episode and whether
the playing is alive or dead.

When we have reached this stage in our rehearsals the Father—the
composer—is sent for. We have played in the thirteen years of our
collaboration to various " Fathers "—Bartok, Kod&ly, Dohnanyi, Leo
Weiner, Debussy, Ravel, Eachmanin6v and a number of other
composers have heard certain of their works for the first time from us.
There are some composers who wish to glide gently into their music,
others who prefer to storm and stamp their way; but each to whom we
have played has been contented with the principal tempo when the
principal theme was rightly phrased; consequently also with the
changes of time within the movement demanded by the phrasing of
a transition motive, a repetition, or a moment of increased emotion.*
One composer said to us: " You play this quite differently from the
X. Quariat. Your performance appears to me beautiful and full of
vitality; the performance of the X. Quartet also pleased me very
much. Curiously enough, I had imagined my work differently to
either of you!"

* We have always found that the metronome indications can only be treated
as hints, and to stick to them rigidly is tantamount to killing the composition.
(8ee Wagner's remarks on the performance of the Meistersinger overture.)
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Zola says : " L'objet d'art, c'est un coin de la nature vu par un
temperament." This applies literally to the plastic arts; but in music,
that is unless the composer is himself playing, the vision is through
two or more temperaments; and I am sure it interests the general
public to hear a Beethoven quartet through the medium of the
greatest possible number of attractive individual temperaments. As a
matter of fact, we have inherited through a chain of quartet players
and teachers a so-called authentic style of rendering the classical
works. But even this tradition is not free from temperamental prisms
which deflect—often how cruelly!—the once straight line. And yet
perhaps I am wrong with my '' how cruelly ' ' (am I not myself only a
temperament?); for did not Beethoven hear his quartet Op. 182 from
two different sets of players, and may not both renderings have pleased
him, though he himself had conceived it otherwise?

Of course, there is another decisive element in quartet playing—
that elusive something that we call " style." Mozart's blend of
German Innigkeit and Italian sweetness, Brahms' austere passion,
Tchaikovsky's Russian melancholy breathing French perfume,
Schubert's delicious sentimentality—all these are the result of
atmospheres created by different climates, races, historical epochs,
individual fates—a combination of influences, in fact, forming what
Henri Taine defines as milieu. To realise all this, to familiarise
oneself with it, if possible, through travel and reading, is the duty of
the executive artist, as it is that of the actor. He must be able to
sympathise with " die Wut iiber den verlorenen Groschen " in order
to render Beethoven's "Variations with the appropriate humour. But
on no account let him explain, lecture, instruct—only wholeheartedly
storm, weep and laugh! The hearer understands far more than many
an artist realises!

We have now arrived at the fourth stage of our work, which
embraces the preparation of classical works; with modern works I
should describe this stage as a process of getting the final conception
into one's bones—although no conception really ever is final. One
is always learning new things as one grows older; at thirty one per-
ceives depths and heights overlooked at twenty-four. We studied
the Beethoven quartets for ten years with the analytic-synthetic
method I have been describing, and always keep several in our
r4pertoire. In the summer of 1919 (the last in which our Hungarian
krone still maintained any purchasing power worth speaking of) our
Quartet was at Katwyk-am-Zee preparing for the Beethoven Festival.
Here we entirely restudied the whole of Beethoven's string-quartet
music, less with a view to the individual importance of each quartet
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332 MUSIC AND LETTERS

than to its significance as belonging to a certain period of the master's
work.*

This re-study was, of course, not analytical, as its aim was to
grasp the gradual development and advance of Beethoven's style. We
returned subsequently to the old 'method and finally took about thirty
rehearsals to prepare certain of the quartets of Beethoven's middle
period for public performance, having found that our former phrasing
and tempi no longer tallied with our present conception of Beethoven.
Every work in one's ripertoire needs such revision after a certain time.
Constant concert-giving allows latitude for the acquiring of
mannerisms, which slip in unnoticed and then spread like weedB.
" The good pastor goes on learning to the day of his death," says a
Hungarian proverb, and I hope and believe that this implies self-
criticism; for, even when kept well in hand, individual " tempera-
ment " is almost always, to my thinking, too prominent in musical
renderings. I cease to enjoy any performance which is dominated by
it, even when the performer is an excellent artist. To master and to
identify oneself with the work of several styles and nationalities in
one evening is a hard task, but to be able to do so is absolutely
necessary for the executive artist.

It depends on the composer studied which stages of rehearsal are the
easiest. The analysis of Beethoven's Op. 18 is easier than that of hit
later work; yet the latter, again, is easy compared to that of the last
quartets, with their polyphony and their concentrated motives set
forth in abstract form. The quartets in A minor, BP major and
C$ minor are united into a magnificent triptych, the Great Fugue, an
apotheosis of suffering, rises as a colossal and beaven-piercing snow-
peak by means of this motive :

It is no light task to make this clear, for it appears often divided
among the four voices, sometimes concealed in passages or accom-
panying harmonies, broken into, or interwoven by subsidiary or

•Between October 1 and Christmag, .1920, the following works were per-
fomed in Budapest:—Beethoven's entire chamber music works for rtnng,
p°£nTVnd winainstruments, in 17 matinees (Hungarian quartet and
bohnanyi). All the Piano Sonatas, in 10 evenings (DoEn*nyi) The Violin
Sonatas (Telmanyi and Dohnanyi). 'Cello Sonatas (Kerpely and Dohnanyi).
Symphonies and choral works (under Dohnanyi's direction).
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leading themes. In the C# minor quartet it is not only inverted, but
as it were exhausted and melodically changed :

*T

while in the Bp major it goes gaily on in its natural position.
The Debussy quartet seems after this positively naive, built as

if is on the rhythmic changes of the theme :

The construction and sound-values of a romantic work are certainly
far easier to master than the delicate structure and fastidious part-
writing of a Mozart. I do not exactly mean to say that the work of
any one period is easier to do than that of another; rather that each
has especial characteristics which must be brought out.*

In my opinion, among the quartets of living—in fact, of all
post-Beethoven—composers those of Bela Bartok have the greatest
resemblance to those of Beethoven's last period, more especially from
the point of view which we have just been taking. Pregnant motive-like
themes, sharply marked rhythms, strongly worked out thematic
material, logical though impassioned developments, restless harmonies
of shifting tonality interspersed by frequently interrupted cadenzas,
very plastic melodies which are apt to occur rather with unison than
with homophonic accompaniment—all these are begotten of a per-
sonality—full both of feeling and of energy, one who has suffered but
yet can smile, or even break into peals of laughter. One can draw
a parallel also between the fate that has attended certain
works of the two composers. We gave his quartet Op. 7 its first public
performance in 1909; for twelve years after that no other Quartet
could make up its mind to attempt this apparently thankless work.
His Op. 17 appeared in 1920, and up to the present I have not yet
heard of a Quartet that has played it, nor yet the two quartets, the

* Wanda Landowska has an excellent remark on the subject in her "Mugique
Ancienne."

Vol.m. "
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334 MUSIC AND LETTERS

Trio and the Duo of Zoltan Kodaly, even though these last are far
more pleasing, both in form and content, and no less sound music.

The study of the works of these two composers must naturally be
undertaken by analytical methods, keeping in mind the same features
as are of special importance in the last works of Beethoven. The
attainment of right phrasing, balance of parts, and tempo makes
such a demand on the performer's attention that he at first hardly
notices the diminished octaves and other " crudities," but I myself
do not find this music cruder than the Great Fugue, nor more bucolic
than the Rondo of the Bt? major quartet. At any rate, I regard with
quite other feelings the modern attempt to found " Partiten " for
string quartet or ragtime or jazz music, or to give grotesques and
caricatures a musical setting. Side by side with le grand art a smaller,
less pretentious and more intimate type of art has always flourished,
which the publisher has not troubled to advertise and the composer has
not claimed as an innovation. Such, doubtless, is still the case; but
one does not wish to judge such work, though often quite talented, as
representing the high-water mark of its author's achievement. I will
rather reserve my judgment, hoping for a St. Matthew Passion—or, at
any rate, for a work such as might have been called by Oscar Wilde an
individual creation—to give proof of the composer's capacity. As
to the Grotesque, as an end in itself, one can but place it beside
its Italian ancestors of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries; the
composers of the latter, however, also wrote exquisite sonatas,
chaconnes and passacaglie. Hogarth, dear Mr. Editor, is an admirable
artist, but I do not think that you would take me to the Soane Museum
before you had shown me the National and Tate Galleries.

The French critic, Andr6 Gide, says (Pre'textes, Ed. Mercure de
France) that the Epigonoi are a necessity to reel off on their hurdy-
gurdy the tunes of an artistic phase that has come to an end, and make
a tabula rasa for the coming genius. He says something of this sort:
" G'est une consommation effrayante dans l'art, comme dans la
nature." I think we are on the point of undergoing this terrible con-
summation in art, and—on the continent, alas!—in civilisation also.
The best way not to get into the dumps about it is to practise a Mozart
quartet! If, however, you find my prescription doesn't work, make
your own diagnosis, but do not be angry with,

Yours sincerely,
EGON F. KORNSTEIN

Trans.: DOHOTHY HOLLAND.
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